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Nonfiction
Create Your Yes!:

Fiske Guide to Colleges 2020

When You Keep Hearing NO:
A 12-Step Strategy for Success

(36th Edition)
Edward B Fiske

Angela Marie Hutchinson

The #1 bestselling college guide, from
the most trusted expert

Tired of hearing “no”? Then create your
“yes!”
9781492680253
Simple Truths
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$16.99 • HC
Self-Help
7 in H | 5 in W

Angela Hutchinson has a fairly simple motto:
Dreams don't happen, dreams are made. By
using her twelve-step approach, those
dreams that keep passing you by and those
plans that never seem to come to fruition
can finally be realized. Rather than admit
defeat in the face of "no," it's time to create
your own victories.

9781492664949
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 7/9/19
$24.99 • TP
Study Aids
10.5 in H | 8.3 in W

Tea and Cake with Demons:

Bad Day Ice Cream:

A Buddhist Guide to Feeling Worthy

9781683641223
Sounds True
Pub Date: 7/9/19
$17.95 • Paper
Religion
8 in H | 5.3 in W

50 Recipes That Make Everything Better

Adreanna Limbach, Susan Piver

Barbara Beery, Kathryn Thompson

In Tea and Cake with Demons, Adreanna Limbach
brings secular Buddhist teachings to a new
generation by addressing one of the most
pressing concerns we all face—authentic selfworth. “Our ambition, goal-setting, self-helping,
and even our spiritual practices are often driven
by the underlying sense that we just aren’t
enough,” writes Limbach. “But what if we could
accept ourselves just as we are? Open our hearts
and invite our demons to tea?”

Having a bad day? A bad week? A bad year? Bad
Day Ice Cream is the cure to all that ails you!

9781641701372
Familius
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.99 • HC
Cooking
7 in H | 7 in W

Interior Décor with an Artful Blend of
Old and New

Peter Moruzzi
A curated vintage ephemera tour of Las Vegas
through the first half of the twentieth century as
it blossomed out of the desert sands into an
entertainment mecca.
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The story of early to mid-twentieth-century Las
Vegas in its gilded age as told through a fun and
diverse collection of old photos, picture
postcards, matchbooks, ads, and other vintage
ephemera. Featured are classic glimpses of
Fremont Street and the world-renowned Las
Vegas Strip, landmarks such as the Sands and
Riviera hotel casinos, and the cream of
Hollywood glitterati, including Frank, Sammy,
Dino, and the Rat Pack. Author Peter Moruzzi’s
sharp, witty, and sometimes irreverent
commentary accompanies the visual treats and
provides a unique historical take on the
evolution of this desert playground.

Life is unpredictable, and bad days happen. While
ice cream may not be a cure-all, when combined
with encouraging advice it can be just the pick-meup you need to keep going. This tongue-in-cheek
cookbook makes the perfect gift for anyone going
through a rough patch. Celebrated cookbook author
Barbara Beery has created 50 unique recipes to help
you get through any bumps in the rocky road, from
getting a speeding ticket to dealing with a nosy
mother-in-law.

The New Americana:

Greetings from Las Vegas

9781423651765
Gibbs Smith
Pub Date: 7/30/19
$30.00 • HC
Travel

Every college and university has a story-and
no one tells those stories better than former
New York Times education editor Edward B.
Fiske. Counselors everywhere agree, the Fiske
Guide to Colleges is the best way to get to
know the unique personalities of different
schools without visiting campus.

Holly Kuhn, Ryann Ford
Spirited interior décor inspired by a love of old, a
quest for authenticity, and the artful blending of
old with new.
9781423652076
Gibbs Smith
Pub Date: 7/30/19
$35.00 • HC
House & Home

Holly Kuhn’s signature style combines patina
finishes, leather, classic home furnishings, and
personal collections with ease and sophistication.
Her style captures the great American spirit in
the design of spaces that are hardworking,
practical, resourceful, honest, and that convey
an appreciation for the simple beauty in
everyday life.

Please send orders to: retailcustomerservice@baker-taylor.com
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Nonfiction
The Lie:

The DIY Guide to Making Music Videos:

A Memoir of Two Marriages,
Catfishing & Coming Out

Online Video Access Included
Jon Forsyth

9781540035325
Hal Leonard
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$19.99 • Paper
Music

9781542049962
Little A
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95 • TP
Historical

9781542040631
AmazonCrossing
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95 • TP
Historical
5.5 in | 8.2 in

9781503958661
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$15.95 • TP
Thriller
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(Instructional). "Today, music video is as
necessary as recording the music in the first
place. If you can't see it on YouTube, it didn't
happen." Stephen Webber, Executive Director,
BerkleeNYC If music is your passion and you've
got music ready to share, making a music video is
a crucial step for spreading your creation far and
wide. The process is a lot of fun and an excellent
way to exercise your creativity. This guide is
written for the DIY crowd, with not a lot of money
to spend and probably not a lot of experience
with the ins and outs of music video creation.

William Dameron
A candid memoir of denial, stolen
identities, betrayal, faking it, and
coming out.
9781542044738
Little A
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95 • TP
Biography &
Autobiography

Do you know me?, the email began, sparking
tremors of fear that turned into a full quake of
panic when William Dameron discovered that his
selfie had been stolen by strangers. On social
networks and dating sites, his image and
identity—a forty-year-old straight white male—
had been used to hook countless women into
believing in lies of love and romance. Was it all
an ironic cosmic joke?

The Blue Period

Still I Miss You

Luke Jerod Kummer

Inês Pedrosa, Andrea Rosenberg A love story

A riveting novel about the tragic
romance that nearly destroyed a young
Pablo Picasso—while granting him his
first flight of creative genius.

told across lines we never consider crossing,
Still I Miss You is narrated by two distinct
voices—a man
and a woman—intertwined to bring out the story
of their intense relationship. Somewhere
between passion and friendship, this couple finds
themselves separated by one thing they cannot
change: the woman, whose voice opens this
amazing novel, died young. But their love is
stronger than life and death, and the power of
their story is an emotional tour de force.

From rowdy Barcelona barrooms to the
incandescent streets of turn-of-the-century
Paris, Pablo Picasso experiences the
sumptuous highs and seedy lows of bohemian
life alongside his rebellious poet friend with a
shadowy past, Carles Casagemas.

9781542044417
AmazonCrossing
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95 • TP
Historical
5.5 in | 8.2 in

Stars in His Eyes

The Dead Girl in 2A: A Novel

Martí Gironell, Adrian Nathan West

Carter Wilson

From the fascist Franco regime to
Hollywood’s glamour—an epic historical
novel based on the meteoric rise of one of
the world’s most celebrated restaurateurs.

Connecting the dots between you and a
stranger can be a dangerous game to play

Ceferino Carrión is desperate for a new life—one
of opportunity, fortune, and fame. But he knows
he’ll never find this life in war-torn Spain. With
his home country under the heel of the
devastating Franco dictatorship and call-up
papers on his doorstep, Cefe knows there’s only
one thing he can do: run.

9781492686033
Poisoned Pen Press
Pub Date: 7/2/19
$15.99 • TP
Thriller
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Jake Buchanan is a successful writer with an
eight-year-old daughter and an imploding
marriage. When he gets on a plane and
discovers an instant connection with seatmate
Clara Stowe, he's delighted. But when Clara
confesses that she's going to Colorado to kill
herself, Jake searches frantically for a way to
convince her not to go through with her plan.

Trance

Gretchen: A Thriller

Adam Southward

Shannon Kirk

His victims are powerless. He is in control.
This is his revenge—and he’s only just
begun.

The new tenants have a terrible secret. So
do the landlord and his daughter…

Three university scientists are found dead in a
gruesome murder-suicide, and the only suspect
in the case, Victor Lazar, is quickly captured.
When the spate of violent suicides follows him
to prison he is moved to solitary confinement,
reserved for the highest-risk inmates. And then
his assigned psychologist inexplicably takes his
own life.

9781542041348
Thomas & Mercer
Pub Date: 7/23/19
$15.95 • TP
Thriller

Ever since Lucy was two, she’s been on the run
alongside her mother. She’s never understood
the reason for a lifetime of paranoia, aliases, and
lies. All she understands are the rules: never
lock eyes with strangers, never let down your
guard, and always be ready to move on.

Please send orders to: retailcustomerservice@baker-taylor.com
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9781542041287
Lake Union Publishing
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95 ● TP
Psychological

False Step

The Queen Con

Victoria Helen Stone

Meghan Scott Molin

Stay calm, keep smiling, and watch your
step. In this marriage of secrets and lies,
nothing is what it seems.

What’s a comic book writer’s life without a
real-life archnemesis?

For days, all of Denver, Colorado, has worried
over the fate of a missing child, little Tanner
Holcomb. Then, a miracle: handsome, athletic
Johnny Bradley finds him, frightened but
unharmed, on a hiking trail miles from his
wealthy family’s mountain home. of the

9781542004183
47North
Pub Date: 7/9/19
$14.95 ● TP
Mystery

Aftershocks

The First Mrs. Rothschild

Marko Kloos

“A new series that promises to be just as engrossing [as
Frontlines]…the action just as exciting, the science just as
solid, the tension just as high. I gulped down the first book in
a day, and I am already eager for the next one.”
—George R. R. Martin
9781542043533
47North
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$14.95 ● TP
Science Fiction

MG Martin thought she’d turned the last page on
the dangerous Golden Arrow case. The bad guys
are behind bars, and the rest is up to her
detective boyfriend, Matteo Kildaire. But when
Golden Arrow impersonators start popping up all
over Los Angeles, the writer in MG can’t help but
be intrigued. Are they impostors, or has the
original Golden Arrow returned for another story
arc?

Across the six-planet expanse of the Gaia system, the
Earthlike Gretia struggles to stabilize in the wake of
an interplanetary war. Amid an uneasy alliance to
maintain economies, resources, and populations,
Aden Robertson reemerges. After devoting twelve
years of his life to the reviled losing side, with the
blood of half a million casualties on his hands, Aden is
looking for a way to move on. He’s not the only one.

Sara Aharoni, Yardenne Greenspan
In this award-winning historical saga, passionate
young lovers in a Jewish ghetto rise to become the
foremost financial dynasty in the world.
It is the turn of the eighteenth century in Frankfurt,
Germany, and young Gutle and Meir Amschel
Rothschild struggle to establish themselves in the
9781542007276
cramped and restricted Judengasse. But when Meir’s
AmazonCrossing
talents as a novice banker catch the attention of a
Pub Date: 7/9/19
German prince, Meir is suddenly afforded entrée into
$14.95 ● TP
the European world of finance and nobility, and the
Biographical
Rothschilds’ lives are changed forever.

Untamed Delights

Highland Captive

Suzanne Wright

Alyson McLayne

9781492654599
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 7/30/19
$7.99 ● Mass Market
Romance
6.9 in H | 4.2 in W

It's been two years since Gavin MacKinnon's
son was kidnapped at a Highland gathering. And
while Gavin has never given up on finding
Ewan, the trail is growing cold…that is, until he
meets Deirdre MacIntyre—a beautiful lass who
claims his son as her own.

Return to the sensual and feral stirrings of the
Phoenix Pack as a woman who’s already bound
to one man is tempted by a wolf who’s bound
only to his nightly desires.

9781542009683
Montlake Romance
Pub Date: 7/16/19
$12.95 ● TP
Romance

Cat shifter Mila Devereaux can’t help but see it as a
betrayal. That her one true mate imprinted himself
on another female was hard enough to accept.
Struggling to be at peace with her loveless fate, she
doesn’t fight the suggestion of entering an arranged
mating. Then she meets Dominic, a pack enforcer
with a notorious reputation. It’s in his very scent.
This irresistible playboy—and delicious badass wolf—
is making Mila’s fantasies come alive again.

Children’s Titles

9781641701433
Familius
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$9.99 ● Board Book
Ages 0-5
7 in H | 7 in W
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Opposites

Z Is for Zoo

Larissa Honsek

Greg Paprocki

Short and tall. Big and small. Long and short.
Globally famous artist Larissa Honsek's adorable
clay figures help little ones identify the
difference in these important concepts.

Introduce your toddler to the ABCs with this
illustrated primer about many of the animals
they’ll find in the zoo.

9781423652687
Gibbs Smith
Pub Date: 7/30/19
$9.99 ● Board Book
Ages 0-5
8.4 in H | 6.4 in W

An engaging collection of 26 illustrations featuring
every child’s favorite zoo animals from around the
world, from apes to zebras, all shown in their
natural habitats.

Please send orders to: retailcustomerservice@baker-taylor.com
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Children’s Titles

9781492680796
Sourcebooks
Pub Date: 7/1/19
$9.99 ● Board Book
Ages 0-5
8 in H | 8 in H

Bayesian Probability for Babies

My Big, Dumb, Invisible Dragon

Chris Ferrie

Angie Lucas, Birgitta Sif

Set the children in your life on a lifelong
path to learning with the next installment of
the Baby University board book series.

When a young boy loses his mother, an invisible
dragon swoops in and perches on top of his
head. A most unwelcome guest, the dragon
follows him to school, sleeps on his chest at
night (making it hard for him to breathe), and
even crashes his birthday party. As the boy
comes to terms with his mother’s death,
however, his relationship with the dragon
changes in surprising ways.

Full of scientific information from notable experts,
this is the perfect book to teach complex
concepts in a simple, engaging way. Bayesian
Probability for Babies is a colorfully simple
introduction to the principles of probability. It's
never too early to become a scientist!

9781683641841
Sounds True
Pub Date: 7/23/19
$17.95 ● HC
Ages 6-7
9.8 in H | 10 in W

The Storm Crow:
INTERNATIONAL EDITION

The Dark Beneath the Ice
Amelinda Bérubé

Kalyn Josephson

Black Swan meets Paranormal Activity in this
literary thriller about a former dancer who
discovers that sometimes, nightmares are real.
Now in paperback!

Eragon meets And I Darken in this thrilling
new fantasy debut that follows a fallen
princess as she ignites a rebellion to bring
back the magical, elemental crows that
were taken from her people
9781492694649
Sourcebooks Fire
Pub Date: 7/9/19
$10.99 ● Paper
Ages 12-14
9 in H | 6 in W

In the tropical kingdom of Rhodaire, elemental
crows are part of every aspect of life…until the
Illucian empire invades, destroying everything.
After stumbling upon a hidden crow egg in the
rubble of a rookery, two sisters devise a
dangerous plan to hatch the egg in secret and
win back what was taken from them.

9781492678786
Sourcebooks Fire
Pub Date: 7/2/19
$10.99 ● TP
Ages 12-14
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Something is wrong with Marianne. It's not just that
her parents have split up, or that life hasn't been the
same since she quit dancing, or even that her mother
has checked herself into the hospital.
She feels like she's losing time. Doing things she would
never do. And objects around her seem to break
whenever she comes close. Something is after her.

Make reading time extra-cozy in a pair of bookish socks. Do less laundry—read more books. . . .
Gibbs Smith socks are made of a 70% cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastic blend ◊ One-size-fits-most: Women 7.5–12; Men 6–11

Pub Date: 7/30/19 ◊ $15.00

Book Nerd Socks
9781423652953

Bookmarks Are for
Quitters Socks

I Like Big Books and
I Cannot Lie Socks

9781423653028

9781423653035

Curled Up with a
Good Book Socks

Books Are My
Jam Socks

9781423653004

9781423652984

Talk Wordy to
Me Socks
9781423652946

Dangerous Women
Read Socks
9781423652960

I'm Reading Right
Meow Socks
9781423652977

I'd Rather Be at
Book Club Socks
9781423652991

Read Outside
Socks
9781423653011
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Calendars

2020 Dad Jokes Boxed Calendar:
365 Days of Punbelievable Jokes
Sourcebooks
9781492678540 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

2020 The '90s Are All That
Wall Calendar : All the Fashion,
People, and Trivia You Love!
Sourcebooks
9781492688518 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Grumpy Cat® Desk Pad Planner
Sellers
9781531909260 ◊ $12.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Think Happy Thoughts — Molly
Hatch Engagement Calendar
Sellers
9781531908539 ◊ $15.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Jane Austen Every Day: A Year of
Jane Trivia and Classic Quotes
Sellers
9781531908751 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19
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2020 Great Quotes from Great
Leaders Boxed Calendar
Sourcebooks
9781492678595 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Cat Wars 2020 Wall Calendar
Sellers Publishing, Inc.
9781531907358 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19
Mini Calendar: 9781531908201 ◊ $7.99

Outlander 2020 Wall Calendar
Sellers
9781531908034 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/25/19
Mini Calendar: 9781531908379 ◊ $7.99

Forgotten English, Jeff Kacirk’s:
A Daily Calendar of Vanishing
Vocabulary and Folklore

2020 Instant Happy Notes Boxed
Calendar : 365 Reminders to Smile and
Shine!
Sourcebooks
9781492678656 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Grumpy Cat®:
Can’t Wait For it to End Wall Planner
Sellers
9781531909215 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19
Engagement Planner: 9781531908461 ◊ $15.99

Outlander 2020 Boxed Daily Calendar
Sellers
9781531908997
$14.99 Pub Date: 7/1/19
Engagement Planner: 9781531908553 ◊ $15.99

Fake! News: Truth is Stranger Than
Fiction –Fake or Fact Daily News
Challenge

Sellers
9781531908713 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Sellers
9781531908690 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Comic Book Trivia

Dogs on Instagram Boxed Daily

Sellers
9781531908645 ◊ 1531908640
$14.99 / $18.99 Can.
Pub Date: 7/1/19

Sellers
9781531908966 ◊ $14.99
Pub Date: 7/1/19
Cats on Instagram: 9781531908959 ◊ $14.99
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